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What is EMM? 
Enterprise Mobility Management

Enterprise mobility management (EMM) is a collection of technologies, proce-
dures, and rules that a company uses to protect and control the use of corpo-
rate and employee-owned smartphones. EMM is always changing to keep up 
with the ever-changing range of device platforms and professional mobility 
trends. In principle, the sort of EMM method that functions best for a given firm 
is determined by the details of that organization's mobile requirements; what 
works for one company may not be sufficient for another. Some companies 
may want to entirely lock down staff devices, allowing them to be discarded if 
they go missing. Others may focus solely on data. Many businesses increasingly 
consider EMM products and services as a means to allow their employees to 
perform more while on the go.

Despite the fact that EMM encompasses a wide variety of solutions, most sup-
pliers only provide a percentage of the services required by businesses. As 
administrators utilize EMM to handle a wide range of device experiences, 
including iOS, Windows 10, macOS, Android, and EMM-manageable IoT devices, 
enterprise mobility management is evolving into cumulative endpoint admin-
istration.

Background of EMM:

As a response to the bring-your-own-device trend through the establishment 
of the first iPhone in 2007, EMM solutions evolved. Rather than prohibiting the 
use of mobile devices in the office, many companies employ EMM systems to 
give users device freedom while maintaining IT management.

EMM has grown from a simple solution for managing mobile devices to a com-
plete set of features. EMM is evolving in tandem with digital transformation 
efforts, allowing mobility management to be handled in a more integrated 
manner at the highest levels of operations and IT.
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Significance of EMM: 

Instead of being a source of added risks and expenses, EMM should be a pur-
poseful strategy for businesses and their employees to significantly benefit 
from increased workforce mobility. In today's business, EMM is first and fore-
most a risk management tool, but it should also be a strategy for capturing 
opportunities.EMM is increasingly viewed as a technology that extends across 
management, allowing organizations to be more nimble and decrease employ-
ee workload.EMM is a must-have for companies that have implemented busi-
ness mobility to boost job performance and productivity. Additionally, EMM 
enables businesses to:

Organizations may impose rigorous security standards 
on enterprise mobile devices accessing critical corporate 
information using enterprise mobility management sys-
tems to guarantee corporate information protection.

Strengthen the security of your company's data:

Organizations may send critical material to the devices 
that need it while preventing access to unwanted devices 
and individuals.

Safeguard company data deployment: 

Companies can simplify device enrollment and guaran-
tee that the necessary business assets and security stan-
dards are ready as soon as the equipment is assigned to 
users.

Improve user and gadget management: 
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Advantages of EMM in a business: 

EMM systems provide a centralized dashboard for securing and managing your 
company's devices. With EMM technology, your Information technology 
admins can set up, install, find, protect, and manage any device, anyplace, 
whether it's an employee-owned or company-owned gadget. EMM systems 
also provide the following advantages:

Multiple devices can be managed 
from a specific platform.

Use profiles, regulations, and limits to 
your advantage.

To guarantee comprehensive 
compan mobile management and 

privacy, containerize company infor-
mation on personal phones.

Implement a thorough app and 
device security strategy.

With customizable reports, you can 
keep a firm grip on your assets.

Detect and delete devices that have 
been jailbroken or have been rooted.

Real-time tracking of mobile devices.

Manage the OS updates that are 
available on your devices.

Remote system troubleshooting cuts 
down on IT customer support calls.

Devices should be revoked and care-
fully wiped.
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Maximizing productivity 
levels through EMM: 

EMM's objective isn't only to enable end-users to work on smartphones; it's also 
to assist them to be as successful as possible while doing so. While consumer 
applications are simple to use and handy, they lack the functionality that indi-
viduals need to accomplish normal business activities, much alone the security 
that a company requires.

EMM systems include built-for-business smartphone productivity tools, such as 
email, calendars, a protected web browser, text editing, and internet connectivi-
ty to company assets such as desktops, files, and applications, allowing mobile 
workers to become as productive and reliable as they are in the workplace.

Mobile Device Management (MDM) is the practice of 
monitoring a company's mobile devices throughout their 
lifespan, from membership registration to retirement. 
MDM systems enable administrators to easily enroll and 
allocate devices to employees, as well as establish securi-
ty controls and limitations on those devices and trace 
their locations.

Mobile Device Management 

Numerous processes and mechanisms of EMM: 

Mobile Application Management (MAM) is the process of 
delivering, downloading, upgrading, and uninstalling 
enterprise-developed and store applications to the devic-
es of the workforce. Additionally, administrators may use 
MAM to prevent harmful apps from being loaded on the 
device.

Mobile Application Management 
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EMM Practices: 

In the everyday world, EMM has a wide range of applications. IT experts have 
had enough of inefficient container services and have turned to policy adminis-
trators and other offsite enforcement methods that don't place needless 
restrictions on the workforce.

Businesses want to use Google Device Manager for Android and iOS devices 
instead of trying to piece together a collection of EMM services from various 
suppliers. This way, they can see how the phone is being utilized, and it can 
immediately connect with guest wireless in workplaces, as well as offer the 
company the flexibility to erase a device if necessary. Nevertheless, EMM can be 
used in industries related to healthcare, education, transportation, and retail 
businesses. 

MCM (Mobile Content Management) guarantees that 
confidential company data and business-critical material 
are securely exchanged and saved on mobile devices. It's 
also feasible to ensure that only trustworthy, approved 
apps have access to business data and that this record 
isn't backed up to cloud services. MCM also enables con-
tainerization, which separates business data from the 
user's personal data.

Mobile Content Management 

Mobile Identity Management (MIM) ensures that con-
sumers have the appropriate amount of access to com-
pany assets via their mobile devices and that only autho-
rized devices and users have access to such information. 
To secure critical company data from unwanted access, it 
incorporates capabilities such as Enterprise Sin-
gle-Sign-On and multi-factor verification.

Mobile Identity Management 
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